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Shout out to bees. They’re awesome.

TOSSUP 1
In 2014, in reaction to proposed budget cuts to a literature program, several original cast members
did a performance of this musical for the College of Charleston for one night. In 2017, this
musical’s first regional production in the US was in Clinton County, the same location as one of this
musical’s main settings. Sydney Lucas became the youngest actress to win an Obie for playing the
young version of this musical’s protagonist. This musical’s protagonist asks, “What do you know
that’s not your dad’s mythology?” on the track (*) “Maps.” A character plans to “take out a
dementedly huge high-interest loan” in order to “write a thesis on Joan” on the track “Changing My
Major.” In this musical, a comic book artist and her father Bruce each come to terms with being gay. For
10 points, name this musical based on a graphic novel by Allison Bechdel, set in a funeral home.
ANSWER: Fun Home <MC> <Theatre>

BONUS 1
For 10 points each, answer these questions about presidential appearances on TV.

A. During the 1968 election for the presidency, Richard Nixon made a surprise appearance on the
television comedy Laugh In, saying this iconic catchphrase of the show.

ANSWER: “sock it to me”
B. In 1992, Bill Clinton played his saxophone on this late night show.

ANSWER: The Arsenio Hall Show
C. Before he was elected president, this man was called “precious cargo” by Leslie Knope in an

episode of Parks and Recreation.
ANSWER: Joe Biden <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 2
This actor’s first role was in Destin Daniel Cretton’s short film, Short Term 12 and this actor later
starred in the feature length adaptation of the same name in 2013. In a 2019 film, a character
played by this actor dismissed hypotheses from Benoit Blanc, calling them “weaksauce.” In another
film, this actor portrays a telemarketer who uses his (*) “white voice” during work and by the end of
the film, turns into an anthropomorphic horse. In the opening scene of a 2017 film, this actor’s character
is seen walking down a dark street before being seemingly kidnapped until the character later appears as
“Logan.” In that film, that character played by this actor freezes and starts yelling hysterically to “get out”
after seeing Chris Washinton’s camera flash. This actor earned his first Oscar nomination for playing the
“Judas” in the 2021 film Judas and the Black Messiah. For 10 points, name this American actor who



portrayed William O’Neal in the aforementioned 2021 film as well as Cassius Green in Sorry to Bother
You.
ANSWER: Lakeith Stanfield <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 2
For 10 points each, answer these questions about French films.

A. This 2001 film stars Audrey Tatou as the title character who was once believed to have a heart
defect by her father, though it is actually excitement from her father giving her attention.

ANSWER: Amélie (accept Le Fabuleux Destin d'Amélie Poulain and The Fabulous Destiny of
Amélie Poulain)

B. This French actor portrayed protagonist George Valentin in The Artist.
ANSWER: Jean Dujardin

C. This late director of Cléo from 5 to 7 is considered to be the mother of French New Wave.
ANSWER: Agnes Varda <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 3
This player’s father started a farming business in Pennsylvania after this player sent 1400 chicks to
him; this player won those chicks from a deal made by a farmhand at the Nashua farm club. Rube
Walker replaced this player in Game 3 of the latter’s first World Series after this player tore a
hamstring in the previous game and lowered to a .269 batting average. The Yankees won 6-2 in a
game that took place on a (*) “Night” named for this player, the most attended game across leagues in
MLB history. This baseball player led the National League in caught stealing percentage in his rookie
year and maintains the highest career percentage for any person who played over 100 games. For 10
points, name this 1950’s catcher for the Brooklyn Dodgers before he was paralyzed in a car accident.
ANSWER: Roy Campanella (accept “Campy”) <MC> <Sports>

BONUS 3
James Corden starred in a skit with this band in which he called one of its members “a dickhead with red
hair.” For 10 points each:

A. Name this Australian band whose songs include “She Looks So Perfect” and “Youngblood”
ANSWER: 5 Seconds of Summer

B. Towards the beginning of their career, 5 Seconds of Summer served as the opening act for this
English Irish boyband. Zayn Malik notably quit this boyband in 2015.

ANSWER: One Direction
C. This most recent album by 5 Seconds of Summer includes songs “Old Me” and “No Shame.”

This album’s title is an acronym of each of the band members’ first names.
ANSWER: Calm <JP> <Music>

TOSSUP 4



After the release of a film by this director in which a population fears creatures known as “Those
We Don’t Speak Of,” a critic commented that this director’s films are “sealed off movies that fall
apart when exposed to outside logic.” In a 2015 movie directed by this filmmaker, two characters
attempt to leave their grandparents’ house but are forced into playing Yahtzee. That film, The Visit,
marked this director’s return to (*) twist endings, a concept that this filmmaker has been known to
employ. A 2019 film by this director was a crossover including Kevin Wendell Crumb and Elijah Prince
whose alter ego is Mr. Glass. That film by this director stars Bruce Willis as David Dunne; Willis also
starred in another film by this director in which the Haley Joel Osment portrayed protagonist “sees dead
people.” For 10 points, name this director of The Sixth Sense.
ANSWER: M. Night Shyamalan <JC> <Movies>

BONUS 4
As recently as 2016, the chief executive of Formula One, Brian Ecclestone, flagrantly remarked that
women “would not be taken seriously” in racing. He was wrong.  For 10 points each:

A. Shawna Robinson is known as the “First Lady of [this racing event]”. She is the first person to
win three Top Fuel championships in this racing event governed by the National Hot Rod
Association.

ANSWER: drag racing (prompt on just “racing”)
B. Meanwhile, in American open car racing, this person’s decision not to make a late pit stop let her

take the lead from Hélio Castroneves at the 2008 IndyCar 300 circuit in Japan. She retired in
2018.

ANSWER: Danica Patrick
C. This aerospace engineer borrowed A. J. Foyt’s back-up car for the 1976 IndyCar practices. She is

the first woman to qualify for the Indy 500, the Daytona 500, and the NASCAR Winston Cup
Series.

ANSWER: Janet Guthrie <MC> <Sports>

TOSSUP 5
Note to player: Description acceptable. It is debated if, in 1894, this phenomenon occurred in the
town of Bath, since a similar, more probable event occurred in 1871, also in Bath. In 2013, although
the viral video shot by Erick Reis did not show this happening, major news agencies reported the
species Anelosimus eximius did this in Santo Antônio de Platina. In 2020, a squall line running
through Florida caused iguanas to seemingly do this on (*) Christmas Day. One hypothesis for this
phenomenon with fish involves tornadic waterspouts. A resident of Beebee, Arkansas set off
professional-grade fireworks, causing 3,000 dead blackbirds to participate in this phenomenon. For ten
points, name this unusual phenomenon in which certain organisms do this in the sky, like raindrops.
ANSWER: animals falling from the sky (accept “rain of animals” or variations; accept “raining cats
and dogs” since that is a clever response that deserves to be rewarded) <MC> <Misc>

BONUS 5
In this story arc, the title character saves Leo Quintum and later gifts his significant other a liquefied form
of his DNA so she can have his superpowers for 24 hours. For 10 points each,



A. Name this comic arc in which the title superhero faces his imminent death after being
overexposed to the Sun by Lex Luthor.

Answer: All-Star Superman
B. All-Star Superman was penned by this Scottish writer who also created and wrote the comic

series The Invisibles.
Answer: Grant Morrison

C. In the late 1980s, Morrison wrote comics featuring this superhero team whose main members
include Negative Man, the Chief, Elasti-Girl, and Robotman.

Answer: Doom Patrol <JA> <Trash Lit>

TOSSUP 6
This kingdom is divided into regions called bannorns, arlings, and teyrnirs. The Waking Sea divides
this kingdom from the Free Marches while the Frostback Mountains divide this kingdom from the
Empire of Orlais. The Cousland family ruled the Highever teyrnir in this kingdom before they were
betrayed by Arl Rendon Howe. This kingdom in the southeastern portion of the continent Thedas,
was formed by King Calenhad after he united the Alamarri clans. One king of this polity met his
demise at Ostagar after Loghain Mac Tir betrayed him and the (*) Grey Wardens. This kingdom’s
capital of Denerim is known as the birthplace of the prophet Andraste. At the end of one game, the
player’s character is nicknamed the “hero of [this kingdom]” after defeating the Darkspawn Blight. For 10
points, name this kingdom in the Dragon Age franchise.
ANSWER: Ferelden <JA> <Video Games>

BONUS 6
In one episode, this character and his children are captured by Amon [Uh-Mon] to “rid the world of
airbending.” For 10 points each,

A. Name this youngest son of Avatar Aang and Katara.
ANSWER: Tenzin

B. Tenzin serves as a mentor to the title character of this series, a follow up to Avatar: The Last
Airbender.

ANSWER: The Legend of Korra
C. Tenzin and his children were the last of the airbenders until some people were granted airbending

after Avatar Korra opened these things.
ANSWER: spirit portal (prompt on portal alone) <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 7
Mary Poole was cast in a music video to a song titled for this location, the only featured woman ever
to do so for the band that wrote that song; in that same song, which was inspired by a getaway at
Beachy Head, a woman who is compared to this location asks the singer how to “do that trick / The
one that makes me scream.” Children hold illuminated globes while wearing black masks in the
music video to another song that says, in this location, “love comes first,” which answers the earlier
question (*) “do you know what that’s worth?” A man “finds it hard to believe we’re in [this location]”
after disclosing that “you’re all that I want / When you're lyin' here in my arms” in a song by Bryan



Adams titled for this location. For 10 points, name this otherworldly location which Belinda Carlisle calls
“a Place on Earth”.
ANSWER: heaven (the mentioned songs are “Just Like Heaven” by The Cure, “Heaven is a Place on
Earth” by Belinda Carlisle, and “Heaven” by Bryan Adams, respectively) <MC> <Music>

BONUS 7
Clockwork, an early developer of Roblox, built one type of this game in which oversized teapots rained
from the sky. For 10 points:

A. Name this type of game in which players use slides, wall-climb, and jump over lava in
competitions similar to Wipeout.

ANSWER: obstacle course OR obby
B. Dying in an obby meant one of these sounds played. Monetized for some users starting late 2020,

this sound is colloquially uttered as acknowledgement of defeat.
ANSWER: oof

C. This person likely said “oof” when the meme “Blame John” spread due to his failed 2010 egg
hunt. This staffer created Sword Fight on the Heights IV.

ANSWER: Telamon OR John Shedletsky <MC> <Video Games>

TOSSUP 8
This is the only episode in which the protagonist’s wife does not appear, although her cover of
“Hush Little Baby” from earlier in the season plays in the cold open. In this episode, a character
who investigates a cigarette with lipstick marks in his car goes to work and thinks that the Ebola
virus infected their workplace. In this episode, the protagonist uses a weapon that puns on the word
“lightsaber”. After this episode’s cold open of various close ups on the title creature, Walt stares up
at the (*) blinking light of a smoke detector. Jesse shouts for “el axe-o” to factory workers in this episode
after he is slammed out of the meth lab. For ten points, name this divisive Breaking Bad episode in which
the melatonin-induced Walt tries to kill the title insect in the meth lab.
ANSWER: “Fly” (generously accept qualitatively equivalent responses that involve the word “fly”)
<MC> <TV>

BONUS 8
This television series came under fire for the inclusion of a graphic suicide scene which was later edited
out. For 10 points each,

A. Name this Netflix teen drama in which Hannah Baker sends out cassette tapes to people she faults
for her suicide.

ANSWER: 13 Reasons Why
B. Hannah Baker is portrayed by this Australian actress.

ANSWER: Katherine Langford
C. 13 Reasons Why is based on the book of the same name by this author.

ANSWER: Jay Asher <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 9



Chevy Chase and Jason Alexander turned down roles in this movie because they did not want to
star alongside someone with no acting experience. That star only agreed to appear if the movie
studio built him a personal workout facility. This movie was initially conceived as a Nike
commercial before being pitched to Warner Bros. as a film. In one scene of this movie, (*) Charles
Barkley promises that he will never go out with Madonna again. Danny Devito voices the leader of the
Monstars, who try to kidnap the starring animated characters. For 10 points, name this movie in which the
Looney Tunes play basketball with Michael Jordan.
ANSWER: Space Jam <JP> <Movies>

BONUS 9
Roger Ebert once said “your intellect may be confused, but your emotions will never lie to you.” For 10
points each, answer some questions about emotional movie moments.

A. This sequence originally had a much humorous tone with Ellie and Carl having a decades long
“sneak attack punching game.” Fortunately, the filmmakers reworked this minutes long, silent
sequence to be the tear jerker it is today.

ANSWER: Opening of Up (accept obvious equivalents like “first 10 minutes of Up”)
B. Towards the end of this film, the title character breaks down after he receives a golden ring from

victims of the Holocaust who he helped save. That character tearfully laments that “[he] could
have gotten one more person.”

ANSWER: Schindler’s List
C. In the final scene of Brokeback Mountain, Ennis finds these objects in the closet of his late lover

Jack. In a tearful moment, Ennis rearranges these objects to symbolize his despair.
ANSWER: Ennis and Jack’s shirts <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 10
After asking whether he was in Germany or England, a musician with this surname performed the
aria “Dido’s Lament” by the invitation of Elvis Costello. Taking an interest in qawwali music, a
musician with this surname performed a piece in Hindi by Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan on his album
Live at Sin-é [shin-NAY]. Another musician with this surname who wrote “Hong Kong Bar” asks in
the same album “Did I dream you dreamed of me?” as he calls someone to swim across “shipless
oceans” in (*) “Song of the Siren”. Guitar harmonics introduce the singer’s love of a “black beauty”
while “waiting in the fire” in a song called “Mojo Pin”, written by a musician with this surname on his
album Grace. For 10 points, give this last name that is shared by the musician Tim and his son, Jeff.
ANSWER: Buckley (accept either “Tim Buckley” or “Jeff Buckley”) <MC> <Music>

BONUS 10
One restaurant chain based in this state once sold a “Minnow Bomb,” which consisted of a shot of liquor
with a live minnow, prompting criticism from PeTA. For 10 points:

A. Name this state in which Redneck Heaven, Half Price Books, and ExxonMobil are based. This
state titles a “Roadhouse” chain of steak restaurants, whose founder passed away in March 2021.

ANSWER: Texas
B. Gallery Furniture was founded in Texas by Jim McIngvale, who goes by this alliterative

nickname. His store’s commercials featured the slogan “Gallery will save you money!” under this
nickname.



ANSWER: Mattress Mack
C. In 2017, this Texas businessman was criticized after he failed to offer shelter to the victims of

Hurricane Harvey. In 2003, this businessman renovated Compaq Stadium for the main campus of
Lakewood Church, where he serves as pastor.

ANSWER: Joel Olsteen <MC> <Misc>

TOSSUP 11
This actress made her Broadway debut in 1967 in the play Johnny No-Trump which only ran for
one performance. Coincidentally, in 1969 this actress starred in La Strada, a musical on Broadway
that also only ran for one performance. This actress earned her first Tony nomination for starring
as Hilder Esterhazy in the 1971 revival of On the Town. Before portraying the title character in a
1999 revival of Annie Get Your Gun, this actress originated the role of (*) Dot in Sunday in the Park
with George. In one of her most notable roles, this actress portrays a character who regains youth and
beauty after drinking a potion made from “a cow as white as milk, a cape as red as blood, hair as yellow as
corn, and a slipper as pure as gold.” For 10 points, name this Broadway actress who originated the role of the
Witch in Into the Woods.
ANSWER: Bernadette Peters <JC> <Movies>

BONUS 11
The Game of Thrones series finale was so bad, that even Kit Harington said that it would be
disappointing. For 10 points each, answer the following about the trainwreck that was Game of Thrones
season 8.

A. After seeing the show degrade so much, some fans started a petition to remake the season with
“competent writers,” blaming the season’s poor quality on the showrunners. Name either of these
two showrunners of Game of Thrones.

ANSWER: D.B. Weiss or David Benioff
B. Despite his series long arc of redemption, Jaime Lannister abandons Brienne of Tarth and goes

back to his twin sister Cersei before the two of them are killed in this manner. Fans have pointed
out that if the twins just moved a couple steps to the side, they wouldn’t have died in this manner.

ANSWER: crushed by falling rocks (prompt on “Daenerys burning Kings Landing,” accept obvious
equivalents)

C. Beside the ridiculous way Bran Stark became king in the finale, fans were outraged when Jon
Snow didn’t do this action to his direwolf Ghost, although fans’ qualms were resolved in the
finale.

ANSWER: pet him (accept obvious equivalents) <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 12
This song ends with a Shepard scale and the Mike Sammes Singers were employed to sing phrases
like “oompah, oompah, stick it up your jumper” during the recording of this song. As this song
fades out, excerpts from a 1967 reading of King Lear can be heard. After this song’s writer heard a



police siren outside his house, he composed the line “mister city policeman” composed to the
rhythm of the police siren. A British nursery rhyme inspired the lyrics (*) “yellow matter custard,
dripping from a dead dog’s eye” in this song. The opening line of this song states that “I am he as you are
he as you are me and we are all together. For 10 points, name this Beatles song whose title refrain is
preceded by “I am the eggman, they are the eggmen.”
ANSWER: I Am the Walrus <JA> <Music>

BONUS 12
In this game’s final level, the Kid must avoid a Windows pop-up that informs the player to send an error
report. For 10 points:

A. Name this 2007 indie platformer in which the Kid seeks to become the title person, who is later
revealed to be his own father. Bosses in this game include Kraidgrief and Mecha Birdo.

ANSWER: I Wanna Be The Guy: The Movie: The Game (accept “IWBtG”)
B. This boss in I Wanna Be the Guy produces fire from his mouth, which the Kid must shoot in order

to TKO him. This character is the final boss in his namesake Punch Out.
ANSWER: Mike Tyson

C. The Kid must hide in a crevice in the ground to avoid this object before facing Link. Later, this
object enlarges into the foreground before the Kid fights the Mega Man-inspired Devil Dragon.

ANSWER: the Moon <MC> <Video Games>

TOSSUP 13
This character is traded for a pack of cigarettes by his father-in-law and later becomes known as
“Dorothy” for causing the death of White Power Bill. In one episode, a photo of this character’s
scrotum is mistaken for an Iraqi landscape. In another episode this character tells his daughter “we
shan’t tell your mother about this shan’t we” after he jumps onto a coffee table from a balcony.
Like Philip Litt, this character often wears cutoffs due to being a (*) Never Nude. This author of “The
Man Inside Me” deems himself the first analrapist [uh-NAL-ruh-pist], a title which almost gets him
arrested. After temporarily separating from his wife, this character seeks membership in the Blue Man
Group and is hit by a car while donning his blue paint. This character is speculated to be gay for his
various sexual double entendres. For 10 points, name this Arrested Development character, the husband of
Lindsey Bluth.
Answer: Tobias Funke (accept either underlined portion) <JA> <TV>

BONUS 13
A snoring man wakes up to get high with his friends on the Cypress Hill track “Hits from the Bong” that
remixes this song. For 10 points:

A. Name this blue-eyed soul song re-popularized by Pulp Fiction, in which Billy Ray takes the
singer to his backyard to make out, to the chagrin of the former’s religious father.

ANSWER: “Son of a Preacher Man”
B. This British artist’s “Son of a Preacher Man” was her last major song to chart on Billboard until

her collaboration in Pet Shop Boys’ “What Did I Do to Deserve This?” 18 years later.
ANSWER: Dusty Springfield



C. This domestic partner of Dusty Springfield produced the number-one hit “Walking My Cat
Named Dog”. In a somewhat similar comeback fashion, this artist would have her “You’re Dead”
feature in the 2014 New Zealand film What We Do in the Shadows.

ANSWER: Norma Tanega <MC> <Music>

TOSSUP 14
In one video, this person submerges herself in “Swedish lakewater and pure absinthe” and consults
“the radiant paladin of the Fourth Reich” whom she calls “the Golden One”. In another video, this
person censors herself for half a minute describing the feeling of taking “a break from your own
brain,” then proceeds to eat two corn dogs while the credits roll. This person coined a maxim about
nonconformists wanting to feel superior to other nonconformists called (*) Tiffany’s Law on her
video titled “Shame.” “Faceshopping” by Sophie plays in the intro to one video titled “Beauty” in which
this person reveals her recent plastic surgery. This person won the 2020 Steamy Awards for Best
Commentary. A former philosophy PhD student, for 10 points, name this American YouTuber whose
video essays with complex set designs often draw from her reflections as a trans woman.
ANSWER: Natalie Wynn (accept “Contrapoints”) <MC> <Internet>

BONUS 14
In 2001, veterinarians complained that this festival’s strong base disrupted the bowel movements of the
animals at the Zoological Garden.  For 10 points:

A. Name this EDM festival formerly set in its nation’s capital. In 2010, a stampede killing 21
attendees caused the festival to be cancelled indefinitely.

ANSWER: Love Parade
B. Love Parade took place in this home country of the bands Alphaville and Scorpion. “99

Luftballons” is a song by a band from this country.
ANSWER: Germany

C. This German DJ performed his tracks “For An Angel” and “We Are Alive” at Love Parade. His
2003 trance album Reflections earned him the inaugural Emmy for Best Dance/Electronic Album.

ANSWER: Paul van Dyck (accept “Matthias Paul”) <MC> <Music>

TOSSUP 15
A totem head and a cosmic smoke gun were two prizes from this brand that Dick Teufeld advertised
on the program Space Patrol. The super boot spork is the most powerful weapon in the video game
based on this brand; in that game, Fred starts with a zorcher to defeat flemoids. On his talk show,
Seth Meyers’ mother added substantial amounts of Worcestershire sauce to a foodstuff based on
this brand. In 2004, the company which produced this food brand (*) rigged a poll in which its
chocolate flavor falsely beat its green onion flavor. Flavors of this General Mills cereal based in South
Korea include wheat, corn, and rice, whose variant has the catchphrase, “A Bag of Interesting.” For 10
points, name this breakfast cereal known for its checkerboard square bite-sized pieces as well as its
namesake Mix.



ANSWER: Chex <MC> <Misc>

BONUS 15
For 10 points each, answer these questions about the most popular Youtube channels.

A. This channel is currently the most subscribed channel on Youtube with 190 million subscribers.
This channel was embroiled in a neck and neck competition with PewDiePie for most subscribed
channel in late 2018.

ANSWER: T-Series
B. Cocomelon, the second most subscribed channel at the time of this tournament, produces

animated videos of songs for this group of people.
ANSWER: children or kids

C. Name this most subscribed music artist on Youtube with over 64 million subscribers. This music
artist’s subscriber count slightly edges the second most subscribed artist, Blackpink.

ANSWER: Justin Bieber <JA> <Internet>

TOSSUP 16
The protagonist of this film lights a Babylon candle before telling Yvaine to “think of home.” That
causes the two characters to be transported into the clouds where they are picked up by Captain
Shakespeare. After momentarily escaping the village of Wall, Dunstan Thorne receives a glass
snowdrop in exchange for a kiss by Una. Three witches in this film desire to eat the heart of a (*)
fallen star in order to regain their youth. A fratricidal prince is killed by Lamia after she drowns a voodoo
doll. In this film, the dying king of Stormhold throws a ruby into a star and tells his sons that the first to
retrieve the gemstone will become king. After learning that his mother is the long lost princess of
Stormhold, protagonist Tristan becomes king with Yvaine as his queen. For 10 points, name this 2007
fantasy film directed by Matthew Vaughn.
ANSWER: Stardust <JC> <Movies>

BONUS 16
For 10 points each, answer these questions about special chess moves.

A. A promotion involves this piece being promoted to a superior piece.
ANSWER: pawn

B. This chess move can only be performed after a pawn moves two squares forward from its starting
square and an opposing pawn can move diagonally and take the other pawn.

ANSWER: en passant
C. This chess move is the only in which a player is allowed to move two pieces simultaneously.

ANSWER: castling <JA> <Misc>

TOSSUP 17
This character initially accepts Dougal McGregor’s marriage proposal, but later turns it down to
save her job. This character later marries Elphinstone Urquart but becomes widowed after her



husband dies from a venomous tentacula bite. This character once chastised her students by
suggesting that one of them should turn into a pocket watch so at least one of them would be on
time. After a student confesses to shouting at his Defense Against the Dark Arts professor, this
character offers that student a (*) biscuit. After being hit in the chest with four stunning spells in the
fifth book of a series, this character is transported to St. Mungo’s. This character spies on the Dursley
family while in the animagus form of a tabby cat. For 10 points, name this transfiguration professor and
Head of Gryffindor at Hogwarts.
ANSWER: Minerva McGonagall <JA> <Trash Lit>

BONUS 17
For 10 points each, answer these questions about AFI’s Top 100 Movie Quotes.

A. The only 21st century quote on the list is from a 2002 film and it is also the only quote to be
spoken by a CGI character.

ANSWER: my precious
B. This film named for a Moroccan city has the most amount of quotes on the list

ANSWER: Casablanca
C. In his autobiography, Patrick Swayze called this Dirty Dancing quote cheesy and reportedly hated

saying it.
ANSWER: Nobody puts Baby in the corner <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 18
One person in this show was dumped by Daniel after she gained over a hundred pounds drinking
seventy-two piña coladas on a Sandals vacation; that person in this show wears feline ears for
Johnny, who gets off to being sexually humiliated on camera. Another character in this show
watches twenty-two straight hours of Love Island before suffering a (*) urinary tract infection. A
tracking shot follows several characters in this show through a carnival, stopping at a chili stand owned
by Cal. In the pilot of this show, Nate’s father rents a motel room to hook up with Jules while Rue
struggles with drug addiction. For 10 points, name this HBO teen drama with music by Labrinth starring
Hunter Schafer and Zendaya.
ANSWER: Euphoria <MC> <TV>

BONUS 18
The defunct punk band Jock Tears labels themselves as performing this type of music. For 10 points each,

A. Name this type of music which Aphex Twins composes on his album Analord. This type of music
features prominently in the string section of “How to Disappear Completely” by Radiohead.

ANSWER: microtonal (do not accept “electronic”)
B. The Flying Microtonal Banana, which features a 24-tone baglama [bah-LYAH-muh], was

composed by this prolific Australian band with a triple rhyme.
ANSWER: King Gizzard & The Lizard Wizard

C. That album by King Gizzard & The Lizard Wizard starts with this song, in which the sound of
wind introduces heavy drums. The title animal is repeated 57 times in this song.

ANSWER: “Rattlesnake” <MC> <Music>



TOSSUP 19
A speaker is leaving town in the morning of this day in a 1975 Fleetwood Mac song. In a song by
The Bangles, the speaker is awoken at six o’clock on this day from a dream where they were kissing
Valentino by a crystal blue Italian stream. The speaker in that song complains that this day is
“when you wish your bed was made.” The speaker in a song by The Mamas and Papas laments that
when this day comes around, (*) “you can find me cryin’ all of the time.” In that song, it is stated that
“you “can’t trust” this title day. An inquiry from Steve Jobs about playing a gig for Apple inspired Bob
Geldoff to write the lyrics “a silicon chip inside her head gets switched to overload” in a song about a
Brenda Spencer quote. For 10 points, name this day that, along with rainy days, “always get me down” in
a Carpenters song.
ANSWER: Monday(s) <JA> <Music>

BONUS 19
Hollywood has long been involved in the most passionate love affair… with itself. For 10 points each,

A. Sunset Boulevard criticizes the Hollywood facade with the deadbeat screenwriter William Holden
and this former silent film star portrayed by Gloria Swanson.

ANSWER: Norma Desmond
B. The 2011 film Hugo by this director pays homage to several early films and includes Georges

Melies as a prominent character.
ANSWER: Martin Scorsesse

C. This Coen brothers film focuses on film studio executive Eddie Mannix as he tries to keep the
stars in line.

ANSWER: Hail, Caesar! <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 20
In this series, a queen gives birth to twin boys, one with brown eyes and the other with blue eyes;
this leads her husband to discover that the twins do not share the same father. A character kills his
nephew in order to claim the throne of Corinth in this show. An antagonist in this series promises
dominion of the sea to the giants which causes one of her allies to switch sides. That antagonist
orders (*) Seraphim to retrieve the Cauldron of Darkness from the automaton Talos. At the end of the
first season of this show, Seraphim is ordered to kneel by the god of the underworld. The protagonist of
this television show is brought to Mount Olympus to train, but eventually leaves to help Alexia in the
Labyrinth. The title character of this series sacrifices himself to save the life of Hera. For 10 points, name
this Netflix anime series featuring Heron, the demigod son of the Greek king of the gods.
ANSWER: Blood of Zeus <JA> <TV>

BONUS 20
For 10 points each, answer these questions about Lin Manuel Miranda musicals.

A. Miranda’s In the Heights tells the story of Washington Heights residents as they strive to achieve
their dreams. One thing they yearn to complete that goal is winning the lottery for this amount of
money.



ANSWER: $96,000
B. This frequent collaborator of Miranda provided the music orchestrations for In the Heights and

Hamilton. Additionally this music orchestrator won his third Tony for Orchestration for his work
on Dear Evan Hansen.

ANSWER: Alex Lacamoire
C. This one act musical by Miranda is based on an episode of This American Life in which a high

schooler sells drugs to an undercover police officer in an attempt to impress her.
ANSWER: 21 Chump Street <Theatre>


